
TIMELINE FOR A BUSINESS PLAN EXAMPLE

Write the narrative for your business over the period of time predicted by the business plan. For example, you may
intend to start operations with a single product.

Alternately, your business plan may be to spend a year operating off of investment capital, doing the research
and development for your first product. Repeat this step for the next month. Tool: Template. As time passes,
your bars will change depending on increase or decrease, etc. Chronological timeline This example, like a
horizontal one, is good for depicting historical events, project or product development, and strategy. For
example, we may depict this way, say, an American history or a biography of a famous person. Since it plugs
right into the familiar PowerPoint, Office Timeline makes it easy to update the one page business plan
template or build new visual plans from scratch. It also works well for showing the progress of your project.
But in the simplest its form, you put your events along a vertical line. But first, specify notions for vertical and
horizontal lines. Apply the finishing touches to your business. You can download one online or even use a free
built-in Excel template if you have Office software on your computer. Entrepreneurs can edit the graphic with
their own data to illustrate business goals and strategies for achieving those goals in a simple, succinct manner
that any audience can grasp at a glance. He has written a book about self-employment for recent college
graduates and is a regular contributor to "Macworld" and the TidBITS technology newsletter. Office Timeline
is a simple timeline maker that can help entrepreneurs, planners and project managers create compelling
high-level plans for funding proposals, stakeholder reviews or other important meetings. It makes it easy for
any business professional to create a PowerPoint Gantt chart that clearly shows how their business idea or
project will be put into practice, thus providing evidence that it can be sustainable. Outlining the major steps
involved in business planning on a single page, the template provides visual support to help entrepreneurs
kick-start their plan. But how? An essential part of your business plan is developing a timeline or even several
timelines or milestone charts for each section. The final portion of your timeline involved training your
employees, stocking your inventory, launching a marketing campaign and opening your business to your
awaiting public. Once finished, you can start converting that into your business-plan-friendly timeline.
Append a cash flow section to the bottom of the worksheet. But if to put it generally, they are great in project
management and business analysis. But all in all, the structure remains the same. You should also conduct
studies on competition, have property pin-pointed and consult other professionals in your network. Whatever
the case, list it out. Of course, the market offers plenty of such timeline examples that will differ in a visual
way. A horizontal example of a timeline often has screen limits except for Gantt charts. Include investment
capital in these revenues for the purposes of cash flow calculations. Vertical timeline This is one more popular
example of a timeline that is as quite effective as a horizontal one. For your own strategy and sanity! Other
calculations can be copied across columns in the same row, as can expenses that will not change from month
to month. Earlier in the business plan you listed your assumptions about the business â€” expected sales,
assumptions about the business climate, competition, costs of supplies and materials, etc. In this regard, you
can choose from a variety of options. This narrative is based on what you hope will happen over the course of
your business; it should be realistic, but it need not be pessimistic. If your cash on hand at the end of any
month has gone negative or is dangerously close to zero, you must adjust either your expenses or the
anticipated amount of investment capital to keep your business solvent. Gantt charts This timeline example is
perfect for breaking down your project into smaller tasks. Create a spreadsheet to write the pro formas or
budget for your business plan.


